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Introduction 
1.1 Purpose and scope  
 
This technical note provides a summary of results from the 2nd consultation meeting             
ESA and the Pi-MEP project consortium organised with the project’s Science Advisory            
Group to gather their feedback on the Pi-Mep test platform. The SAG consultation             
meeting #2 was held at ESA-ESRIN, Frascati, Italy on 24th May 2018 [SAG meeting              
#2-MOM] . The meeting was structured around 8 presentations with large dedicated time            
period for discussions. Additionally, part of the discussion was driven by responses given             
by each SAG members to 34 seed questions that have been addressed to them 1 week                
before the meeting. This was particularly important to gather inputs from SAG members             
that have not been able to attend the meeting.  
 
1.2 Document structure 
 
The 34 seed questions were organized in 7 major topics concerning the platform and which               
are listed as followed: 

Q1 : Website and project overview 

Q2 : Input Datasets 

Q3 : Pi-MEP analyses region 

Q4 : Access to MDB files and MDB analyses report 

Q5 : Syntool 

Q6 :Case studies: Literature Review and specific MDB files and reports 

Q7 : Datalaps tool demonstration 

 
This document presents the list of detailed questions per successive topics that were             
gathered from the consultation meeting and provide the consortium answers and           
associated actions that were taken to best adapt the platform to the SAG requests and               
questions.  
 
The  SAG members are listed below: 
 
Raffaele CRAPOLICCHIO(ESA)= RC 
Jacqueline BOUTIN (LOCEAN) = JB 
Jean-Luc VERGELY (ACRI-ST) = JLV 
Manuel ARIAS (ARGANS) = MA 
Stéphane TAROT (Ifremer) = ST 
Justino MARTÍNEZ (ICM) = JM 
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Benoît TRANCHANT (CLS) = BT 
Marie-Hélène RIO (CLS) = MHR 
Julian J. SCHANZE (Earth and Space Research) = JS 
Michael DENSBERGER (RSS) = MD 
Tony LEE (JPL) = TL 
Fabrice COLLARD (ODL) = FC 
Philip RICHAUME (CESBIO) = PR 
Antonio TURIEL (BEC) = AT 
Johnny JOHANSEN (NERSC)  = JJ 
Eric BAYLER (NOAA) = EB 
Lysan YU (WHOI) = LY 
Thomas MEISSNER (RSS) = TM 
Gilles REVERDIN (LOCEAN) = GR 
David M. Levine (GSFC) = DML 
Adrien Martin (NOC) = AM 
 
Pi-MEP consortium : 
Nicolas REUL (Ifremer) = NR 
Sébastien GUIMBARD (ODL) = SG  
Sylvain Herlédan (ODL) = SH 
Ziad El Khoury Hanna (ODL) = ZH 
Fabrice COLLARD (ODL) = FC 
 
ESA members: 
Roberto SABIA (ESA) = RS 
Susanne MECKLENBURG (ESA) = SM 
 
In §2, we provide the Reference documents and Acronyms. In  

 

2 Reference documents and Acronyms 
2.1 Applicable Documents (AD) 
 
Applicable documents that contain relevant information for the project are: 
 
[SoW] ESA (2016), SMOS PI-MEP Statement of Work,  

[Contract] ESA Request for Quotation ESA/RFQ/3-14460/16/I-SBo ‘SMOS Pilot 
Mission Exploitation Platform’ 

[Proposal] Contractor’s Proposal (ref. Pi-MEP_Prop_v1.1 dated 6 June 2016) 

[PMP] Project Management Plan (ref. SMOS-PiMEP_PMP_v1.2 dated 7 October 
2016) 
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[Points for negotiation] ESA/RFQ/3-14460/16/1-SBo-'SMOS Pilot Mission 
Exploitation Platform' Points for negotiation (ref. ResponseToNego_v1.2 
dated 10/10/2016) 

[SAG meeting #1-MOM] Minutes of the SAG meeting #1 held on 3 May 2017 (ref. 
Smos-PiMEP_SAGmeeting1_v1.0, Issue 1.0, dated 3/05/2017) 

[RB] Requirement baseline document (ref. Pi-MEP_RB_v1.1 dated 02/11/2017) 

[SAG meeting #2-MOM] Minutes of the SAG meeting #2 held on 24th May 2018 (ref. 
Smos-PiMEP_SAGmeeting2_v1.0, Issue 1.0, dated 25/05/2018) 

 

2.2 Reference Documents (RD) 
 

Reference documents that contain relevant information for the project are: 
[RD-1] ESA (2002), Mission Objectives and Scientific Requirements for the Soil Moisture and 

Ocean salinity Mission, Version-5, available from 
http://esamultimedia.esa.int/docs/SMOS_MRD_V5.pdf 

[RD-2] Reul N. and B. Chapron (2001), SMOS - Salinity Data processing Study Improvements in 
Emissivity Models (WP 1100 Report), ESA contract N_ 15165/01/NL/SF 

[RD-3] Reul, N., and B. Chapron, 2003, A model of sea-foam thickness distribution for passive 
microwave remote sensing applications, J. Geophys. Res., 108(C10), 3321, 
doi:10.1029/2003JC001887 

[RD-4] SMOS L2 OS Algorithm Theoretical Baseline Document, ARGANS tech doc, 
SO-TN-ARG-GS-0007,  25 January 2013  (available at 
http://www.argans.co.uk/smos/docs/deliverables/delivered/ATBD/) 

[RD-5] SMOS L2 OS Validation protocol, ARGANS tech notes, SO-TN-ARG-GS-0116,  17 Feb 2017 
(available at 
https://smos.argans.co.uk/docs/technotes/SO-TN-ARG-GS-0116_Validation_Protocol_v1.
0_20170217.pdf ) 

[RD-6] SMOS L2 OS OTTs for DPGS, ARGANS tech doc,  SO-RP-ARG-GS-0070, 2012 (available at 
http://www.argans.co.uk/smos/docs/reports/) 

[RD-7] Lagerloef, G., R. Colomb, D. Le Vine, F. Wentz, S. Yueh, C. Ruf, J. Lilly, J. Gunn, Y. Chao, A. 
Decharon, G. Feldman, and C. Swift (2008), The Aquarius/SAC-D mission, Oceanography, 
vol. 21, no. 1, pp. 68–81. doi:10.5670/oceanog.2008.68 

[RD-8] Font, J., A. Camps, A. Borges, M. Martin-Neira, J. Boutin, N. Reul, Y. H. Kerr, A. Hahne, 
and S. Meckelenburg (2010), SMOS: The challenging sea surface salinity measurement 
from space, Proc. IEEE , vol. 98, no. 5,49–665. doi:10.1109/JPROC.2009.2033096 

[RD-9] Donlon, C. J., P. J. Minnett, C. Gentemann, T. J. Nightingale, I. J. Barton, B. Ward, and J. 
Murray (2002), Towards improved validation of satellite sea surface skin temperature 
measurements for climate research, J. Climate, 15, 353-369. 

[RD-10] Ho, D. T., C. J. Zappa, W. R. McGillis, L. F. Bliven, B. Ward, J. W. H. Dacey, P. Schlosser, 
and M. B. Hendricks, (2004), Influence of rain on air-sea gas exchange: Lessons from a 
model ocean. J. Geophys. Res., 109, C08S18, doi:10.1029/2003JC001806. 
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[RD-11] Paulson, C. A., and G. S. E. Lagerloef, (1993), Fresh surface lenses caused by heavy rain 
over the western pacific warm pool during TOGA COARE, in EOS Trans. AGU 74. 

[RD-12] Wijesekera, H. W., C.  A.  Paulson, and A. Huyer, (1999), The Effect of Rainfall on the 
Surface Layer during a Westerly Wind Burst in the Western Equatorial Pacic, J. Phys. 

Oceanog., 29, 612- 632. doi:10.1175/1520-0485(1999)0290612:TEOROT>2.0.CO;2 

[RD-13] Zine, S., J. Boutin, J. Font, N. Reul, P. Waldteufel, C. Gabarró, J. Tenerelli, F. Petitcolin, J. 
L. Vergely, M. Talone, and S. Delwart, (2008), Overview of the SMOS sea surface salinity 
prototype processor, IEEE T. Geosci. Remote, vol. 46, pp. 621-645. 
doi:10.1109/TGRS.2008.915543 

[RD-14] Swift, C. T. and R. E. McIntosh, (1983), Considerations for microwave remote sensing of 
ocean surface salinity, IEEE T. Geosci. Remote, vol. 21, pp. 480-491. 
doi:10.1109/TGRS.1983.350511 

[RD-15] Yueh, S. H., R. West, W. J. Wilson, F. K. Li, E. G. Njoku, and Y. Rahmat-Samii, (2001), 
Error sources and feasibility for microwave remote sensing of ocean surface salinity, IEEE 

T. Geosci. Remote, vol. 39, pp. 1049-1060. doi:10.1109/36.921423 

[RD-16] Araujo, M., C. Limongi, J. Servain, M. Silva, F. S. Leite, D. Veleda, and C. A. D. Lentini, 
(2011), Salinity-induced mixed and barrier layers in the southwestern tropical Atlantic 
Ocean off the northeast of Brazil, Ocean Sci., 7, 63–73, 2011, 
www.ocean-sci.net/7/63/2011/, doi:10.5194/os-7-63-2011 

[RD-17] Terray, L., L. Corre, S. Cravatte, T. Delcroix, G. Reverdin, A. Ribes, (2012), Near-Surface 
Salinity as Nature’s Rain Gauge to Detect Human Influence on the Tropical Water Cycle. J. 
Climate, 25, 958–977, doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-10-05025 

[RD-18] Anderson, J. E., and S. C. Riser (2014), Near-surface variability of temperature and salinity 
in the near- tropical ocean: Observations from profiling floats, Journal of Geophysical 
Research, Oceans, 119 (11), 7433–7448, doi:10.1002/2014JC010112.  

[RD-19] Hormann, V., L. R. Centurioni, and G. Reverdin (2015), Evaluation of drifter salinities in 
the subtropical North Atlantic, Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanographic Technology, 32 
(1), 185–192, doi:10.1175/ JTECH-D-14-00179.1.  

[RD-20] Reverdin, G., S. Morisset, J. Boutin, N. Martin, M. Sena-Martins, F. Gaillard, P. Blouch, J. 
Rolland, D. Stammer and J. Font (2014), Validation of salinity data from surface drifters, 
Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanographic Technology, 31 (4), 967–983, 
doi:10.1175/JTECH-D-13-00158.1. 

[RD-21] Zweng, M. M., Reagan, J. R., Antonov, J. I., Locarnini, R. A., Mishonov, A. V., Boyer, T. P., 
Garcia, H. E., Baranova, O. K., Johnson, D. R., Seidov, D., and Biddle, M. M. (2013). World 
Ocean Atlas 2013, Volume 2: Salinity. Levitus, Ed., A. Mishonov Technical Ed.; NOAA Atlas 
NESDIS 74, 39 pp. Download publication 

[RD-22] Donlon, C. J., Martin, M., Stark, J., Roberts-Jones, J., Fiedler, E., & Wimmer, W. (2012). 
The operational sea surface temperature and sea ice analysis (ostia) system. Remote Sens. 
Environ., 116(0), 140–158. doi: 10.1016/j.rse.2010.10.017 

[RD-23] Olmedo, E., Martínez, J., Umbert, M., Hoareau, N., Portabella, M., Ballabrera, J., Turiel, A. 
Improving time and space resolution of SMOS salinity maps using multifractal fusion. 
Remote Sens. Environ., 2016, 180, 246-263. doi: 10.1016/j.rse.2016.02.038 

[RD-24] Olmedo, E.; Martínez, J.; Turiel, A.; Ballabrera-Poy, J. & Portabella, M. Debiased 
non-Bayesian retrieval: A novel approach to SMOS Sea Surface Salinity. Remote Sens. 
Environ., 2017, 193, 103-126 , doi:10.1016/j.rse.2017.02.023 

[RD-25] Bingham, F. M. & Lee, T., Space and time scales of sea surface salinity and freshwater 
forcing variability in the global ocean (60° S--60° N), J. Geophys. Res ., 2017, 122, 
2909-2922, doi:10.1002/2016JC012216  
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[RD-26] Lee, T. Consistency of Aquarius sea surface salinity with Argo products on various spatial 
and temporal scales . Geophys. Res. Lett , 2016, 43, 3857-3864 , 
doi:10.1002/2016GL068822 

[RD-27] Yu, L.; Jin, X.; Josey, S. A.; Lee, T.; Kumar, A.; Wen, C. & Xue, Y. The global ocean water 
cycle in atmospheric reanalysis, satellite, and ocean salinity. J. Clim., 2017, 30, 3829-3852 , 
doi:10.1175/JCLI-D-16-0479.1 

[RD-28] Reul, N.; Tenerelli, J. & Guimbard, S. SMOS Level 3 & 4 Research products of the Centre 
d'Expertise Ifremer du CATDS - Algorithm Theoretical Background Document - IFREMER, 
2015 Download publication 

[RD-29] Reul, N. & Ifremer CATDS-CECOS Team, SMOS Level 4 Thematic SSS Research products - 
Product User Manual -, IFREMER, 2015, Download publication 

[RD-30] Grodsky, S. A., Reul, N., Chapron, B., Carton, J. A. and Bryan, F. O. (2017), Interannual 
surface salinity in Northwest Atlantic shelf. J. Geophys. Res. Oceans. 
doi:10.1002/2016JC012580. 

[RD-31] Guimbard S., N. Reul, B. Chapron, M. Umbert and C. Maes, (2017). Seasonal and 
interannual variability of the eastern tropical Pacific fresh pool, J. Geophys. Res. Oceans, 
doi:10.1002/2016JC012130. 

[RD-32] Boutin, J., N. Martin, N. Kolodziejczyk, and G. Reverdin (2016), Interannual anomalies of 
SMOS sea surface salinity, Remote Sensing of Environment, doi:10.1016/j.rse.2016.02.053. 

[RD-33] Boutin, J et al. (2016), Satellite and In Situ Salinity: Understanding Near-surface 
Stratification and Sub-footprint Variability, Bulletin of the American Meteorological 
Society, vol 91 No. 8, 1391—1407, doi:10.1175/BAMS-D-15-00032.1. 

[RD-34] Kolodziejczyk, N., J. Boutin, J.-L. Vergely, S. Marchand, N. Martin, and G. Reverdin 
Mitigation of systematic errors in SMOS sea surface salinity, 2016, Remote Sensing of 
Environment, doi:10.1016/j.rse.2016.02.061. 

[RD-35] Drucker, R., and S. C. Riser (2014), Validation of Aquarius sea surface salinity with Argo: 
Analysis of error due to depth of measurement and vertical salinity stratification, Journal of 
Geophysical Research: Oceans, 119(7), 4626-4637, doi: 10.1002/2014JC010045 . 

[RD-36] Vinogradova, N. T., and R. M. Ponte (2013), Small-Scale Variability in Sea Surface Salinity 
and Implications for Satellite-Derived Measurements, Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic 
Technology, 30(11), 2689-2694, doi: 10.1175/JTECH-D-13-00110.1. 

[RD-37] Reul, N., S. Fournier, J. Boutin, O. Hernandez, C. Maes, B. Chapron, G. Alory, Y. Quilfen, J. 
Tenerelli, S. Morisset, Y. Kerr, S. Mecklenburg, and S. Delwart, 2013. SSS observations 
from space with the SMOS satellite: a new means to monitor the marine branch of the 
water cycle. Surv. Geophys., doi:10.1007/s10712-013-9244-0. 

[RD-38] Drushka, K.; Gille, S. T. & Sprintall, J. The diurnal salinity cycle in the tropics. J. Geophys. 
Res., 2014, 119, 5874–-5890, doi:10.1002/2014JC009924 

[RD-39] de Boyer Montégut, C.; Madec, G.; Fischer, A. S.; Lazar, A. & Ludicone, D. Mixed layer 
depth over the global ocean: An examination of profile data and a profile-based 
climatology. J. Geophys. Res., 2004, 109, C12003 , doi:10.1029/2004jc002378 

[RD-40] de Boyer Montégut, C.; Mignot, J.; Lazar, A. & Cravatte, S. Control of salinity on the mixed 
layer depth in the world ocean: 1. General description J. Geophys. Res., 2007, 112, C06011 , 
doi:10.1029/2006jc003953 

[RD-41] Melnichenko, O.; Hacker, P.; Maximenko, N.; Lagerloef, G. & Potemra, J. Spatial Optimal 
Interpolation of Aquarius Sea Surface Salinity: Algorithms and Implementation in the 
North Atlantic. J. Atmos. Oceanic Technol., 2014, 31, 1583–-1600 , 
doi:10.1175/jtech-d-13-00241.1 
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2.3 Acronyms and abbreviations 
 

ADB Actions Data Base 
AMSRE Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer – E (of EoS Aqua) 
AMSR2 Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 
AOML Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory 
AQUARIUS Salinity mission (of NASA/CONAE) 
ASCAT Advanced SCATterometer (of MetOp) 
ATBD Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document 
AVHRR Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 
BEC Barcelona Expert Center 
CATDS Centre Aval et de Traitement des Données SMOS 
CDR Critical Design Review 
CIMSS Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies 
CMIS Conical Microwave Imager/Sounder 
CONAE COmision NAcional de Actividades Espaciales 
DIR Directory (of the SMOS Pi-MEP project ) 
DM Delayed Mode 
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (of the USA) 
DPM Detailed Processing Model 
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast 
ENVISAT Environment Satellite (http://envisat.esa.int) 
ESA European Space Agency 
ESL Expert Support Laboratory 
EO Earth Observation 
EU European Union 
ETC Extra-Tropical Cyclone 
FR Final Report 
GHRSST GODAE High Resolution SST  
GMF Geophysical Model Function 
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center 
Hs Significant Wave Height (also SWH) 
IODD Input/Output Data Definition 
ITT Invitation To Tender 
IR Infra Red 
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory  
KO Kick-Off 
L1 Level-1 
L2 Level-2 
L3 Level-3 
L4 Level-4 
MDB Match-up DataBase 
MIRAS Microwave Imaging Radiometer by Aperture Synthesis 
MR Monthly Report 
MTR Mid-Term Review 
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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NCEP National Centers for Environmental Prediction 
NDBC National Data Buoy Center 
NHC  NOAA National Hurricane Center 
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NOC National Oceanography Centre 
NOP Numerical Ocean Prediction 
NWP Numerical Weather Prediction 
NWS National Weather Service 
OPS Observation Processing System (of Met Office) 
OS Ocean Salinity 
PALS Passive/Active L-band Sensor 
PM Progress meeting 
PMP Project Management Plan 
PMR Passive Microwave Radiometry 
PMSL Pressure at Mean Sea Level 
PSS Practical Salinity Scale 
QC Quality Control 
RB Requirement Baseline 
RD Reference Document  
RSS Remote Sensing Systems 
SAG Science Advisory Group 
SAR Scientific Assessment Report 
SAP Scientific Analysis Plan 
SIAR  Scientific and Impact Assessment Report 
SLA Sea Level Anomaly 
SMOS Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (mission) 
SoW Statement of Work 
SSM/I Special Sensor Microwave Imager (of DMSP) 
SSMIS  Special Sensor Microwave Imager Sounder 
SST Sea Surface Temperature 
SSS Sea Surface Salinity 
STSE Support to Science Element 
TBC To Be Confirmed 
TC Tropical Cyclone 
TBD To Be Determined 
TDP Technical Data Package 
TDS Test Data Set 
TMI TRMM Microwave Imager 
TN Technical Note (short report 10-50 pages) 
TR Technical Report (long report > 50 pages) 
TRMM Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
UM User Manual 
URL Universal Resource Locator 
WP Work Package 
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2.4 Universal Resource Locators (URL) 
 
The following URL links contain relevant information that will be referred to in the 
document: 
[URL-1] ESA web site http://www.esa.int/ 
[URL-2] Pi-MEP web site https://pimep-project.odl.bzh/ 
[URL-3] CATDS Expertise Center – Ocean Salinity (CEC-OS) https://www.catds.fr 
[URL-4] SMOS Barcelona Expert Centre http://www.smos-bec.icm.csic.es/ 
[URL-5] LOCEAN SMOS http://www.locean-ipsl.upmc.fr/smos/ 
[URL-6] ARGANS SMOS L2 Processor http://www.argans.co.uk/projects.html 
[URL-7] Aquarius web site http://aquarius.nasa.gov/ 
[URL-8] SMAP webpage https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/SMAP 
[URL-9] SPURS experiment http://ourocean.jpl.nasa.gov/SPURS/tindex.jsp 
[URL-10]Coriolis http://www.coriolis.eu.org  

 
 

 

3.Results from the 2nd Consultation with the SAG 

3.1 Website and project overview 

1. Is the project webpage complete, appealing and functional? Is 

the project overview comprehensive? 

TM: 
For SMAP L-band, please precise that it has been built at JPL and NASA GSFC  and that  
the revisit time is 8 days.   The time for global coverage is 2- 3 days. 

 
SG: In the schematic Time-line graph, only NASA is now mentioned. The global coverage 

of 2-3 days is given.  We precise in the text that the SMAP datasets are generated by both GSFC 
and JPL  but we don’t give where the satellites were built. 
 
Right Panel: Dashboard – recent activities.  Maybe include some labels or captions. In some 
cases, (e.g. 3rd  Figure) it is not clear what it shows. 

 
ZH: A legend has been added on each dashboard plot 

 
JLV 
I detected problem of display when using internet explorer (Latest news, PiMEP presentation 
and Recent activities does not appear in 3 columns).  
Project overview is comprehensive.  
Pi-MEP RSS news and report feeds fetching (2.9) -> with internet explorer, OK. Problem with 
Firefox. 

ZH: The platform is not meant to support old/obsolete browsers but we improved the 
layout on them. 
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JB 
Yes for most of it 
Dashboard – why not have quick look once selected the MDB? 

SG: we will try to implement that in the near future 
  
JM 
Correct SMOS launch date. 

SG: Corrected in the overview image 
Syntool link should appear also in the horizontal tab, not as an image alone. 

ZH: Done, in the “Tool” button on the horizontal tab 
TL 
Rearrange the layout only keeping the latest news and dashboard on the homepage. Central 
page too small sometimes. 

ZH: The size of the central page has been increased 
Some specific suggestions below. 
 “Home”: 

1. Define MDB (Matchup Database) 

SG: Done 
2. “Dashboard – recent activities” (plots) need a better name/title 

ZH: this has been fixed 

3. “Latest news” & Dashboard – recent activities” don’t have to be under every tab (home, 

overview, etc.) to maximize the space for display under tabs other than “Home”. The best way is 
to treat “Latest news” and “Recent activities” as additional tabs, thus maximizing the space for 
“Home” as well. 

ZH: Done 

“Overview: 
1. Aquarius L-band sensor is NASA instrument (mission is NASA/CONAE – Aquarius-SAC/D). Put 

NASA/CONAE in mission bars? 

2. Add ESR to list of groups. 

SG: This has been done. 
 

“Data”: 
It’s not clear what MDB Spatial Spectrum will be given that the matchup data are irregular in 
space 
 
SG:  

 -Temporal Spectra are now evaluated for each mooring and for each satellite products. 
Still open: to be delivered under “data” or/and included into the “Mooring” validation 
reports 

  
   NR:        -Spatial spectra: to be done: difficulties with non-homogeneous datasets   
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LY 
Redundant some content between data and reports?  

SG: the content have been clearly separated.  
under the data link, one find:  

● Source ⇔ description of the data & their source  
● Match-up ⇔ access to the MDB database 
● Pi-Mep Regions ⇔ description of the Pi-Mep regions 
● Acronyms and abbreviations 

 
while under “report”, one can only find the reports regarding 

● In Situ ⇔ description of the Pi-Mep in situ database 
● Match-ups ⇔ reports containing the analyses of the MDB database 

 
MA 
Landing page once selected one of the tabs above 

ZH: Not an issue (there’s already a “Home” tab) 
 
SC 
The page is reasonably well set-up and provides useful information at this stage of the project; 
some pages are still in progress, notably the “About” page.  The “Project Overview” page could 
be made easier to read by splitting in more pages and adding illustrations. It is perhaps a little 
too comprehensive, and may be difficult to keep up to date in the future.  

SG: the about page as been updated.  
Generally speaking, I find the design of the portal a bit minimalist and old-fashioned. 

ZH: We agree but wanted to keep things simple 
Page sizing is not dynamic so it will not work on a tablet, but this may not be a problem. 

ZH: Done  
 
Yes.  But, I found the words “temporal resolution” confusing (i.e. it is really the length of the 
data record) and also “spatial resolution” which is FOV and not resolution of the measurement. 

SG: This has been updated 
 

DML 
The "overview" tab can be significantly improved:  
- since the title says "L-band", no need to repeat it next to the name of each mission  
- if ESA is put next to SMOS, then NASA has to be put next to Aquarius and SMAP.  
- the fact that "CONAE/NASA" is specified next to the Aquarius figure and that below, in the 
time line, only "NASA" is specified, is confusing.  
- capitalization not consistent  
- better to replace "kms" with "km"  
- "Active" is part of the SMAP name, regardless of the status of the radar  
- why does it say that Aquarius has 3 radiometers but 1 scatterometer?  
- the values of the Aquarius "incidence angles" are actually the values of the "look angles" (i.e., 
at the antenna). If the angles at the surface are desired, the values need to be changed.  
- the Aquarius swath width is closer to 400 km than to 300 km  
- the SMOS swath is about 1000 km in the literature 

SG/NR: This has been corrected accordingly 
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2. Is there any link or functionality not working properly (besides 

those explicitly mentioned as “work in progress”)? 

 
TM 
 
If possible make external links opening automatically in a new tab, rather than overwriting 
the PIMEP tab. 
 
ST/JM: 
Yes, very relevant. Also when downloading products. 
 
ZH: This functionality is already offered by all browsers by right-clicking on the links. 
Forcing links to open in a new tab will be bad for users that want to open the links in the 
same tab (no browser offers an easy way to do so)  
 
 
EB 
Apparent incompatibility between Pi-MEP and the Microsoft Edge browser. Ok with Firefox 
 
ZH: No, this just holds for old/obsolete browsers  
 
TL/JS 
Issue with ftp?  
Yes. Some browsers do not interpret ftp links correctly (passive mode). To be fixed. 
 
SH: this was tested with Firefox and Chrome and it works as expected. This was also tested                 
on Edge and Internet Explorer: the data link and the other drop-down menus doesn’t work               
at all so users can’t even get to the data page. This is not a problem we can solve on our side                      
as it is an issue in inherent to Microsoft browsers. This type of problem can also happen if                  
a wifi/wired connection is used to connect to internet, or phones using 3G/4G, which is               
known to have issues with the FTP protocol. 
 
SC 
A link could be useful from the syntool website pimep.oceandatalab.com to go back to the 
portal. 

 
SH: This has been implemented. One can go back to the portal by clicking on the top left 
hand side “SMOS Pilot Mission Exploitation Platform” logo. 
 
TL 
 
Under “Data” -> MDB Data, many of the link are not working 
 
SG: This was an issue with the test-platform and update of the MDB and associated links to 
the datasets. This is now fixed. 
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3.2 Input Datasets  

3. Do you find the platform input datasets description 

comprehensive enough? Is there any relevant information missing? 

TM 
Table: PIMEP CORE DATASETS 
1. The RSS SMAP data sets are hosted both on PO.DAAC and the RSS web site. I suggest adding 
the links to the RSS web site, which has a shorter latency than PO.DAAC. 

SG: suggestion taken into account 
2. Line 5: Aquarius … The entry in column “Variables” is apparently mis-labelled. 

SG: corrected 
3. The Version 5.0 OR Aquarius Level 3 data release includes a “rain-filtered” product in 
addition to the standard product that is not filtered for rain.  See for example 
https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataset/AQUARIUS_L3_SSS-RainFlagged_SMIA_ANNUAL_V5. 
I suggest including these rain filtered Aquarius L3 products.  In the MDB, when doing a 
validation against ARGO for example, the rain filtered product is actually the preferred one to 
use. It avoids mismatch between satellite (few cm within surface) and ARGO salinity (@5m 
depth) due to stratification within the upper ocean layer under rain. CMORPH has been used to 
flag the Aquarius for rain. 

SG: We add 2 rain-flagged products from aquarius OR v5 corresponding to 7 day running 
and monthly time resolution  
 
JLV 
Input datasets are well described. 
Grid sampling is sometimes used instead of spatial resolution. Add a specific information for the 
sampling. 
Same for temporal sampling and temporal resolution. 

SG: We tried to clarify this aspect. 
 
AM 
- Please in the TSG link, discriminate the names as is done for all other products 

SG: Done 
- include SST CCI; (Sea State CCI when it will be available?) 

SG: We don’t plan to add the mention product in the near future because the current 
CCI SST products only cover the period between 09/1991 and 12/2010, only covering the first 6 
months of SMOS mission operation (the commissioning phase being not considered). When the 
dataset will be expanded, we will include these datasets.  Being a new CCI variables and not yet 
available, same comments apply to CCI sea state. 
 
EB 
Perhaps also include location revisit time, in particular for the exact-repeat missions, because 
this is the temporal resolution rather than the orbit period. 
Nominal file size might be useful.  
Define acronyms.  
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NR: Revisit time for the main 3 salinity missions is given in the overview figure. 
a popup window open when passing the mouse on the web-link of the product to 

indicate the database size per year 
We have provided an acronym/glossary page in the “data” button of the toolbar: 

https://pimep-test.oceandatalab.com/data/abbreviations.html 
 
JS 
Homogenize MDB and match-up database 

SG: This has been done 
 
LY 
Just change to datasets?  

NR: we change datasets to source. 
LY will provide links to additional buoys. 

SG: Done, additional buoys have been added. The mooring database now includes the 
following databases: 

● GTMBA-NOAA/PMEL (TAO, RAMA, PIRATA) 
● NTAS 
● WHOTS 
● STRATUS 
● SPURS1 
● SPURS2 

 
FC/LY 
Add Ekman currents and evap. Products 

SG: OAflux Evaporation and Globcurrent (including Ekman) products have been added 
into the MDB files.  
 
ST 
Check starting dates of datasets 

SG: The starting dates of the datasets have been checked and typo were corrected 
 
EB 
TSG datasets source from NOAA/NCEI 

SG: It is an other interesting TSG data source with different quality control procedures. 
We don’t plan to include it for the moment since it will require too much work at this step of 
the project. 
 
JS 
Skin SSS data when missing (Snake etc) 

NR: SG asked Julian Schanze (28/02/2019) to provide us with an access to the “Snake 
data” but we expect these type of surface in situ data to be included into the platform, in 
particular, through the NASA contribution to the SPURS-2 case study.  
 
SC 
Links to the description page on the provider’s website is a good thing. License conditions 
should be mentioned in case they impact plots or analyses produced by users on the platform. 
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SG: For the moment, all datasets in the platform are available for public use with proper 
referencing. If data under license conditions are included in the future, this will be very clearly 
stated in the “source” page.  
 
TL 
-Under “Input”: separate Core Datasets in the top table to Satellite and in-situ categories to 
show the focus on satellite? 

SG: Done 
-Under “Input”: replace Model with Model and Assimilation. 

SG: Done 
-Under “Input”-> ECCO: ECCO has many products, should use ECCOv4 Release 3 (1992-2015, 
extended in time annually) ftp://ecco.jpl.nasa.gov/Version4/Release3/ 

SG: Done 
 
DML 
Re:  Aquarius L2 V5;  OK, marginally. 
Missing:  data at 1.44 sec.  Yes, comprehensive; Incidence angles are at the surface. List of 
changes V4 to V5 incomplete; 
Suggest sending to Aquarius Team member for rewrite. 

SG: we updated the description in the report using the text found on the NASA/JPL web 
page.  
In the temporal coverage, not clear what the number inside the parentheses mean. I thought it 
was "day of the year" but then the same dates correspond to different numbers inside the 
parentheses. 

SG: It was the day of year. We decide to remove this information from the table. 

4. Did you spot any link to the various datasets that is not working? 

TM 
There is no active HYCOM link. 

SG: Done 
 
AM 
Altemeter (typo) waves -> 
https://pimep-test.oceandatalab.com/data/ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/cersat/products/swath/altim
eters/waves/data/ 

SG: Done 
 
TL 
Under “Input”: some datasets require login (e.g., CHLA, CDM). Can users of Pi-MEP get login? 

SG: No. Pi-MEP users should create a personal account for the different data providers. 

5. Do you find the content of the Pi-MEP in situ database report 

comprehensive enough? Is there any relevant information missing?  

AM 
- For the Marine Mammals, there is much less observations than in (Fig.1: Treasure et al., 2017) 
particularly for the Arctic close to Greenland. Is it due to the flagging or the shallowest depth? 
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SG: No, these observations have been made before 2010 and we consider only data 
from January 2010 to present to cover the salinity satellite period 
 
EB 
❖ It might be useful to reference the source of ISAS, e.g. IFREMER or Mercator, to help the reader 

SG: Done 
❖ For the TSG table in 1.1, using “Tmin” and “Tmax” as column headers can lead to confusion between 

Temperature and Time 
SG: they were replaced by Timemin  and Timemax 

❖ Sentence at top of page 6 appears incomplete 
➢ “Only Argo salinity and temperature float data with quality index set to 1 or 2.”  

SG: corrected by “ Only Argo salinity and temperature float data with quality index set to 1 or 2 
are kept”. 
❖ “grey list” is used without reference, although a link is provided.  A bit of explanation would be 

helpful. 
An Argo Grey list of floats is maintained at the Coriolis/GDACs. The Grey list contains floats which 
may have problems with one or more sensors. Therefore, data from floats on the Grey list is not sent 
out on the GTS and should be treated with caution. 

 
1.1.2 TSG – another potentially useful data set has been compiled and is main at 

https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/tsg/ 
SG: We looked at it and it imply to much work to be added properly in Pi-MEP at this 

step of the project. Will be considered for platform update during the operation phase.  
 

❖ Sentence in first paragraph of Section 2.1 appears incomplete 
➢ “Only Argo salinity and temperature float data with quality index set to 1 or 2.”  

SG: corrected 
Section 2.1 is a verbatim copy of Section 1.1.1; therefore, it seems redundant to include both.  This is 
the same for the corresponding Overview subsections for Sections 3.1, 4.1, 5.1, and 6.1, so perhaps 
the overview should be condensed. 

SG: we repeat so that user only interested in 1 in situ data set can get all information under the 
same chapter. 

❖ Section 2.4 – It isn’t clear why the time mean of the shallowest Argo pressures would have 
systematic locational differences.  For example, why are the tropics shallower than the mid-latitude 
gyres?  Has an atmospheric correction been applied? 

NR: No atmospheric correction was applied,  
❖ Section 3.2.6 – Subplot (a) SSS has unusual linearity in the scatterplot.  It isn’t obvious why the 

salinity difference should be an apparent function of salinity.  Perhaps an analysis issue? 
➢ Same for subplot (a) in Sections 3.3.6, 3.4.6, 3.5.6, 3.6.6, 4.7,  5.7 

SG: After multiple checks, it is not an analysis issue. The unusual linearity of the RMSD vs salinity 
is due to repeated numerical value in the dataset. It is a known feature (c.f. Searle 87, Parallel 
lines in residual plot: 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00031305.1988.10475569). In a typical 
scatterplot, SSS in situ vs SSS satellite for example, for one numerical value of an in situ 
measurement can be associated multiple values of a Satellite product, and it appears as a 
vertical line.  

❖ Section 4.3 – Surface drifter histogram seems quite skewed to higher salinity, given the broader 
spatial distribution indicated, perhaps due to the SPURS effort. 

SG: That is right. 
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❖ Section 7 – Helpful for intercomparison. 
 
JM 
Plot distance to the coast. Take into account the area coverage of in-situ profile. 
Introduce distance to the continent concept? 

SG: We understand the remark but the important for SSS remote sensing is distance to closest 
coasts and land-fraction in pixel. 
JB 
Small island considered as continents. Coast becomes too large. Revise. Check on island size.  

SG: We have change the land mask to remove small islands . 
 
EB/NR 
Need an explanation on TSG as function of variables features. Put an explanatory text. 

SG: In the introduction of the  “in situ report”, it is now detail why TSG and other in situ SSS are 
compared to variable features. : 

“For each conditions, the temporal mean (gridded over spatial boxes of size 1◦x1◦ ) and the histogram 
of the difference ∆SSS between ISAS and in situ SSS value are presented. The use of ISAS (monthly SSS in 
situ analysed field) is motivated by the fact that it is used in the SMOS L2 official validation protocol in 
which systematic comparisons of SMOS L2 retrieved SSS with ISAS are done. “ 

 

SC 

License conditions should be provided. This should concern not only the Pi-MEP formatting but 
also the original in-situ data. This may be a sensitive issue for some data providers… 

SG: still an open question for the Pi-MEP output data but the data used as input to the platform 
are free of rights and we don’t distribute them, but only  post-processed datasets.  

 

DML 
What about ARGO Scripps? 

SG: It has been added in the MDB files. 
 

TL 

The in-situ database report contains datasets contain other auxiliary datasets such as CMORPH 
and ASCAT that are not in-situ. Perhaps expanding on the name of the document to reflect this? 

SG: we decide to keep the name in-situ database report since the other auxiliary datasets that 
are not in situ are only used to characterize the in situ database. 

6. Are the plots and their description sufficiently clear and readable? 

TM 
Yes. 
 
JV 
Yes 
 
AM 
Bug in fig 47(c); fig 70(c); fig 76;  
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SG: Done 
 
EB 
In general, error bars should be defined/explained. 
Sub-plot titles and axes labeling need to be a larger font for better readability. 
Histogram labeling is faint and the font size should be larger. 

SG: Done 
SC 
I have not found plots on-line, only a PDF file. In the PDF the plots look fine to me but this does 
not seem to be very “dynamic”. A platform like PiMEP should provide the possibility to redo 
match-up analysis easily each time a new reprocessing or a new in-situ dataset is available. 

SG: Pi-MEP provides some tools to dynamically interact with the different match up databases 
and reports are also updated when new data are available 

7. Are the metrics proposed to characterize the database adequate?  

JLV 
Why using ISAS as reference? poor validity close to the coast and in river plumes. 

NR:  Because ISAS is used for the official SMOS validation protocol. Which makes sense. 
 

TL 
Description of main characteristics of the data are adequate. CMORPH needs more description. 
CMORPH and ASCAT need links for sources. For ASCAT: replace “Surface wind speed 
component” with “Ocean surface wind speed”. 

SG: Done 

3.3 Pi-MEP analyses region 

8. Do you find the Pi-MEP region description sufficiently clear?  

AM 
any description, just the map and the name. I will be useful to have the boundaries 
value/elements 

SG: Done 
 
SC 
Yes. Could be useful to introduce acronyms (SPURS, OTT). 

SG: Added in the acronym list  
 
DML 
Yes. Is it worth it to add a short explanation on how these regions were chosen? It could be added to the 

text at the top 

SG: we added on top the Pi-MEP region page : The PI-MEP considers as ‘validation regions’ a 
modified version of the ocean boundaries given in 'The Limits of Oceans and Seas' [IHO Special 
Publication 23, 1953] to include only major oceans and marginal seas and to include the Southern 
Ocean south of 60°S. NetCDF files are provided for the following oceanic basins: 
Global ocean, Arctic ocean, Atlantic ocean (North, South and tropical), Pacific ocean (North, South              
and tropical), Indian Ocean, South China Sea, Southern Ocean, Mediterranean sea and also SMOS              
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coastal zone (<800 km). Match-up databases are analyzed globally but also for each Pi-MEP              
validation region. A dedicated MDB report is provided for each triplet: Pi-MEP Region-Satellite SSS              
product-In situ SSS product. 
These regions are defined in the following table 
 
 

TL 

Mostly yes. But suggest provide latitude range for tropical regions, and lat/long ranges for 
SPURS AND OTT regions. 

SG: Done 

9. Are these regions chosen adequately? Is it useful to provide 

access to the Pi-MEP region masks?  

JLV 
yes to provide masks.  
For SMOS coastal zone: add a region with dcoast < 400 km.  

SG: We decided to not expand the number of regions as we have already dcoast < 800 km 
Suppress small islands before masking coastal area?  

SG: Done 
Remove coastal pixels for global ocean and other cases? 

SG: Done 
EB 
While some latitude boundaries are obvious, some are not, e.g. the northern boundary of the 
Southern Ocean and the southern boundary of the Arctic Ocean; therefore, if there are explicit 
latitude or longitude delineations, those should be in the description. 

SG: Done 
JM 
Global attributes of the netcdf should include lat/lon boundaries 

SG: Done 
DML 
Yes.  Consider adding the SMAP calibration site and excluding RFI zone along China east coast. 

SG: TBD 
The "coastal zone" region looks a little strange south of Australia.  

SG: It is due to the -60ºS selection criteria. 
Yes, it is useful to provide access to these masks. 

 

TL 

Would be nice to have an Arctic 
SG: There is a region for the Arctic, ARCO 

10. Any problem with reading the netCDFs and their content? 

ST 
Issues to open maps/masks with ncview. They appear rotated. 
Also binary masks should have zeros outside of the values. 
Suggest to have it in data tabs 

SG: Done 
SC 
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Not correctly opened with QGIS (CRS not specified, lon/lat exchanged). Same thing with ncview. 
Otherwise seems OK 

SG: Done 
 
DML 
No problems 
Yes. One of the files contained variables with size 499x104. While the second dimension was clearly 

explained (number of ARGO buoys), the first dimension was not explained. 

SG: corrected 

3.4 Access to MDB files and MDB analyses report 

11. Do you find the interface to download the MDB files efficient? Are 

both http and ftp access useful and working? 

TM 
Yes. 
 
JLV 
Yes. Both access work well.  
Except for lines with TSG (GOSUD-NRT). 

SG: We remove this dataset because it is not well quality controlled. 
 
JB 
Is it foreseen to be able to have a quick look to some plots before downloading the data? 

SG: The reports intend to do so. 
 
EB 
Option 2 second bullet should read 
To view available files the following command is needed 
•lftp ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/cersat/pimep/diffusion/data/ 
•There is an inadvertent quotation mark (“) that needs to be deleted 
To download a file using lftpget, after identifying the desired file, I had to exit the lftp access 
and then use the lftpget command, specifying the desired file 

SG: Done 
 
PR/JM/JS 
Sometimes issues, depending on firewall. 
Related to ftp configuration on IFREMER side. JS to provide info on this. (active passive mode) 

SG: Nothing can be done on our side. it only depends on user firewall configuration. 
 

ST 

Sometimes duplication of reports.  

SG: No longer the case 

 

SC 
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ftp and http links work fine except the first one which is broken (TSG GOSUD NRT give error 
550).  

SG: This dataset has been removed. 
For this type of link a new page (target=_blank) could be preferable  
I expect users will access this database with wget than through the web interface. 
It is possible to access this directory: 
https://pimep.ifremer.fr/diffusion/ 
I don’t know it this was intended. 

NR: yes this allow us to import documents, such as pdf in web pages and syntool (link, 
images) and to give access to the http 

 

12. Is the interface to download the MDB report PDF files working 

properly? Any preferred additional way to download the reports? 

TM 
Yes. See my earlier remark on automatically opening a new tab. 
 
JB 
Maybe global map with the various regions overlaid? 

SG: Not Done, this was judged to complicate to implement. 
 
SC 
PDF download works fine but again I would prefer them to open a new page. Also, on this type 
of platform something more interactive than a PDF file could be expected. 

NR: This is feasible as said before on all browsers with a click-right on the link.  

13. Do you find the content of the Pi-MEP MDB analyses reports 

comprehensive?  Is there any relevant information missing? 

JLV 
Yes.  
Global attributes. Satellite_product_filename always = "v2.1/9days/SMOS_L3_DEBIAS…." 
Start_time and Stop_time not actualised. 
In the report, add in appendix, monthly and weekly map of mean and std differences? 
Need to have average maps (month, weekly). 

NR: will be doable through the MDB extraction and plotting tools 
 
DML 
Several sections about procedures (filtering, matchups, etc) were hard to read and understand. 

NR: we still have to improve these descriptions 

14. Any comment/correction on the description of the satellite SSS, In 

situ SSS and auxiliary geophysical datasets? 

TM/ TL 
Using ASCAT as the basic source is somewhat questionable. Its time match with all satellites 
(SMOS, Aquarius, SMAP) is poor (3 hours apart). I think WindSat or SSMSI F17 would be a better 
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choice, as they have the same ascending (or 12 hour shifted) node time as the SSS satellites and 
thus match-up better.  
It is unclear what time collocation window has been used to create the ASCAT match-ups. 

SG: We used an Ascat daily gridded product provided by Ifremer so the collocation temporal 
window is +- 12 hours. We add CCMP wind analysis v2.0 (6h) in the generation of the Match-up files. 
  
JB 
I did not find from which web site Argo data are downloaded.  

SG: The link was already provided in the description and have been also added in the 
netcdf files as a global attributes for Argo MDB files. 
 
ST 
Improve description of the CPDC data, refer to last version. 
Add in the Refs. 
Link to ISAS 

SG: Done 
RC 
Use also v662 SMOS uncorr product in the MDB reports, also as netcdf 

SG:  It has been implemented. 
 
DML 
Sample temporal resolution missing. 
In one of the reports about Aquarius, it is said that v5 (from GSFC) is the "official third release". To 

improve accuracy, I suggest "end-of-mission release" 

SG: Done 

 

15. Any comment/correction on the description of how the Match-ups 

were generated or on the overview of the MDB characteristics for the 

specific in situ/satellite pair? 

TM/MD 
I think there is a general issue with the match-ups.  In the Version 5 release, an ocean target 
calibration was performed. That means the calibration of the Aquarius instrument was adjusted 
so that Aquarius SSS matches ARGO SSS over the global ocean after appropriate Q/C are applied 
(land, sea ice, rain high wind, high galaxy, cold SST flagged out). The Q/C are detailed in the 
Aquarius V5 ATBD. The Aquarius – ARGO match was evaluated and confirmed by several 
Aquarius team members and it was shown that it holds to a very high level of accuracy (0.01 – 
0.02 psu).  The PI-MEP comparison shows a bias in the order of 0.1 psu.  Most likely there is an 
issue how the PI-MEP match-ups were created and how exactly the Q/C were applied.  Maybe 
you are getting too close to land (allowing 0.01 land fraction is pretty generous). I know that 
does not take much to get such a bias.  However, I am worried that someone who reads the 
PI-MEP document and who is not familiar with the details gets the impression that Aquarius V5 
is biased versus ARGO.  In particular, as we have been conveying that there is no bias. 
Therefore, I would like to see that issue rectified.  Maybe we (PIMEP and RSS) could try to 
coordinate on that.  
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We have added a section in the validation report with “best-comparison conditions”: no-rain, 
far away from land, moderate to high sst, low sss std,  etc.. to best compare to our US 
colleagues analyses and metrics. All Aquarius products show now biases of the order of 
0.02-0.03 for these “optimal” conditions.  
 
JLV 
TSG always average over spatial boxes of size 1°x1° whatever the satellite product is?  

SG: Yes 
 
AM 
it be possible to have an interface to change the MDB. For example to select an ARGO float by is 
unique identifier and to proceed to the MDB with the satellite products. It will be a good way to 
discard error in in-situ platform. 

SG: as proposed, this is beyond the current capability of the platform but this can be done 
indirectly through  syntool (comparison sat/in situ for an identified float) and to select a small 
area/time period that contains the ARGO float on the MDB extraction tool 
Is there any means to change the match-up criteria or everything that is static? Very good for 
the report, but if we want to play with. 

NR: MDB extraction tool is meant for that. 
SH: the MDB extraction tool doesn’t provide a filter for identifiers, you have to select a 

small area that contains the ARGO float if you want to achieve a similar result 
 
JB 
URL of in situ data should appear in the collocated netcdf file and in the report (I don’t see it in 
the HDR in the report) 
Keep the info std(TSG_SSS) when filtering them.  

SG: Done 
 
DML 
One satellite sample per matchup not necessarily meaningful 

SG: We decide to do it this way because we think it is meaningful for the Pi-MEP objectives. 
TL 
See comment in 5. 

16. Are the plots and their descriptions sufficiently clear and 

readable? 

JB 
Title with data names missing. Adjust section/page header.  

SG: Info is now present in all plot captions 
 
MHR 
Zoom some plots whenever the data are only few. Adapt the geographical range so to center 
the plot and make it more visible.  

SG: We choose to keep the geographical range for predefined regions fix to avoid 
execution problems knowing that the geographical range can be adapted with the the different 
provided Pi-MEP tools. 
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17. Any comment on the metrics and analyses proposed to 

characterize the quality of a satellite SSS product for a given region and 

a given co-localized in situ SSS datasets?  

TM 
I see some inconsistencies (I did not check the latest version you sent out on 5/21): 
For example: Aquarius-L2-OR-V5, Argo, Global Ocean: 
Figure 7 + Figure 10 indicate a small (- 0.1 psu) negative (fresh) bias in the satellite SSS for global 
SSS. Looking at Figure 9(a) the satellite bias seems positive salty). Where the axes interchanged 
by mistake? 

SG: Yes, correction has been implemented. The red line is x=y so and the linear fit (black curve) 
well show that satellite SSS is fresher than Argo particularly when ARGO SSS is above 35 pss 
 
JLV 
In addition of IQR, robust std (computed with the median) in table 1 and 2. Add R2 

SG: Done 
 
JB 
- Inconsistency in the report comparing SMOS-L3-CATDS-CPDC-V3-10DAYS-25KM and 
TSG-GOSUD-Sailing-ship : data mentioned in the HDR ncdf file as in the report: SMOS L3 CATDS 
CECOS LOCEAN V2.1 9DAYS 25KM ; 

SG: Done 
 in Table 1, IQR C7b less than IQR C7c? (I would expect the contrary) 

SG: We check and found no errors in the calculation 
-In the file comparison with TSG 
(smos-l3-catds-cpdc-v3-10d-25km/tsg-legos-dm/report/pimep-mdb-report_EO-10_smos-l3-cat
ds-cpdc-v3-10d-25km_tsg-legos-dm_20180517.pdf): TSG name is Drifter e.g. SSS TSG:long name 
= ”Drifter SSS”;  SST TSG FILTERED:long name = ”Drifter SST median filtered at satellite spatial 
resolution” 

SG: Done 
 
PR 
Taylor diagram, std, R2 etc. Any additional visualization helpful diagrams. 
Check if pseudo-biases are needed to be addressed when making bin-average. Eg., scatterplots 
when one noisier variable. 

SG: we are currently designing an “intercomparison” document which will include a summary of 
the MDB reports and statistics for the different satellite SSS product for a given Pi-MEP region. 
This “intercomparison”report shall include Taylor diagrams, and bar chart of basic statistics (RMS, STD) 
for all sat products and ranked. 
JB 
Provide a DOI for each MDB to be citable 

SG:  
2 options: 1) get a DOI from https://zenodo.org/  (no need to associate the data to a publication) 
             or 2) link the DOI to a future publication presenting the Pi-MEP 
To be discussed with ESA and SAG at LPS-2019, May 2019 
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18. Would you like to see ∆SSS sorted as function of additional 

geophysical conditions? 

 
JLV 
Sea states? 

NR: makes sense but will be included in next delivery (waiting for CCI sea state first 
products) 

 
JB 
-Classes for comparisons: a class for optimal conditions (no rain, 3m/s<WS<12m/s; further than 
800km from coast) should appear;  
 

SG: we added this “optimal conditions” : 
 
 C0: only pairs with RR=0 mm/h, 3m/s<WS<12m/s; further than 800 km from coast, SST >5°C  
 
I suggest to add at least 2 classes of SST (e.g. < and > 15°C) 
 

SG: in C8b,c  we replaced the 28°C threshold by 15°C 
 
- thresholds for the comparison should filter high WS; 5m/s for low WS is maybe too stringent (I 
would use 3m/s) 
           SG:  in C1 & C2, we replace 5 m/s with 3 m/s 
-I expect C3 redundant with C2 
 
 SG:  C3 & C5 conditions have been removed 
 
-The contrary of C1 and the contrary to C2 could also be tested. 
 
SG: C4 has been replaced by RR < 1 mm/h & U10 > 3m/s 
  
- Make sure all the conditions can be “reverted” 
 
SG: all conditions can be reverted by the user from 1) MDB files & 2) MDB extraction tool. 
 
TL 
Avoiding western boundary currents area. 

SG: should correspond to the low WOA regions (std <0.2) that will be added 
 
Find regions where in-situ data have sufficient samples as a validation target. Long-term 
brainstorming 
 
JS/NR 
Besides OTT box, can be thought of another ocean calibration region? Maybe logical map. 
Check std of WOA. Mask everything above certain thresholds? 
Add condition on low std regions (eg <0.2 psu) 

SG: C5 has been replaced by low STD region WOA STD <=0.2 
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JJ 
Collocation of Argo and altimetry to identify eddies as additional criterion to stratify data 

SG: TBD 
 
JS 
Depth sorting  

SG: this is included into the MDB files 
DML 
Yes, fraction of sea ice. 

SG: sea ice area fraction has been added in the MDB files. C0 now includes only SST > 5°C which 
remove potential ice contamination 
 

19. Any other specific and systematic analyses suggested for the 

systematic Pi-MEP MDB analyses reports? 

JLV 
Monthly and/or weekly maps if relevant -> in appendix or in specific directory?  
Synthesis of the results by satellite products?  

Indeed. Focus on syntheses reports. 
Why no direct comparison between satellite products? 

NR – not the purpose of MDB report, but maybe of an additional “comparison report” 
that we are currently designing.  
 
JB 
- CMORPH : only 3h CMORPH products are considered-would be better to consider IMERG 0.5h 
products and colocalisations within 0.5h 

SG: We decide to keep CMORPH since IMERG is only available from March 2014 and the very 
high spatial and temporal resolution slow down drastically the colocation procedure  
-ASCAT WS: Daily fields not enough -would be better to consider collocated SSMI WS or ECMWF 
WS;  

SG: ASCAT daily will be replaced by CCMP 6h wind analysis. 
-Statistics in Table 1 and following Tables: mean, std of in situ SSS and add r2 

SG: Done 
-Computation of linear fit from noisy data is tricky, and we expect some noise on the reference 
data set due to imprecision on the colocation 
 
general comment: 

Think of a balance between pre-computed reports and on-the-fly analyses. 

20. What would you like to be able to download as a numerical result 

of such analyses? 

EB 
The various deltaSSS statistics would be helpful, as well as the scatterplots in 3.4 and 3.6. 

SG: A link has been added into the MDB reports to directly download the statistics in  csv format 
 
SC 
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Would it be possible to extract match-ups from user-uploaded in-situ data ? This could be an interesting 
function that only a platform like this could offer 
 

SG: It is actually possible by contacting the Pi-MEP operator at 
pimep-project@oceandatalab.com.  
 
DML 
Need satellite data in vicinity of in situ data to perform averaging to reduce noise. 

SG: We decide to proceed differently and give only pairs of in situ/satellite data without 
averaging 

3.5 Syntool 

21. Did you experience any issue in visualizing satellite 

SMOS/Aquarius/SMAP (L2/L3) data for the various time periods? 

TM 
I was not able to figure out how to get the animation running. (Google Chrome). At least it was 
unclear to me how to do it. 
If no data are present, it is very hard to see the bar. 

Fab: no problem. TBC 
 
EB/ST 
• 1 Jan 2015 (28 data sets) and 2 Jan 2015 (29 data sets) seem to have a problem with 
displaying data.  31 Dec 2014 and 3 Jan 2015 are fine.  Other dates appear fine. 
• The depiction of different time spans works fine, but must click data.  Scrolling over date with 
mouse does not reveal data. 
May 2015, issue in various days. 

SG: It should be fix during April 2019. 
 
JB 
I don’t understand what ‘Daily’ means for averaged products 
We don’t know the center dates for averaged products, e.g. CATDS CEC LOCEAN products 

SG: It means the products with closest central date of the selected day for a composite 
product. This is detailed in the syntool user manual: 
https://pimep.ifremer.fr/diffusion/syntool/pimep_portal_user_manual.pdf 

 
MA/RC 
Use always the last counter when plotting sat data (eg SMOS L2) 

SG:  It should be fix during April 2019. 
 
RC 
Annotate the argo profiles with closest sat poverpass  

SG: This has been done. When you click on an Argo profile, you can see the values of the 
co-localized values for all satellite SSS available 
 
EB 
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Scatter plot of the sat data for every in-situ 

NR: Syntool is not meant to provide scatterplot visualisation. This is feasible under the MDB 
extraction and plot interfaces 

SC 

Refresh time is a bit slow for my taste. Sometime I wondered if the tool was frozen or waiting 
for images, so a spinner could be useful to take patience. 

ZH: This has been improved since the SAG meeting 
 
DML 
No, but the link to Syntool could be placed somewhere more visible, e.g., in the bar at the top 
of the website 

ZH: A link on the bar at the top of the website has been included under “tools”  

22. Did you experience any issue in visualizing in-situ 

Argo/TAO/drifters/TSG data? 

AM 
It seems I can visualise only 16 ‘products’ at a single time. It’s quite slow (Atlantic for 
3-day/week). 
For drifters (0.1pss), for a specific case: 4 datasets are found for a week (all other products 
unticked), but I see only two drifters. If I select for 3-day, I go down to the 2 drifters. It is a bit 
misleading as I was looking for more drifters. 

FC: this problem is resolved if zooming in properly using the Rolling display 
 
EB 
• Drifters have colored trails, but there is no apparent color scale defining what the colors 
mean. 
NR: There is now a color bar & scale available from the “settings button” 
 
• Drifters appear in the middle of their “tracks” so it isn’t clear what the colored track “ahead” 
of the drifter means. 
 
The full track indicates the track during a 10 day period which was selected for graphical 
performances. The granules with temporal coverage intercepting the timeline are shown 
completely. If the granule temporal coverage is [T-5,T+1] and that the timeline coverage is 
[T+0,T+3], then the complete granule covering [T-5,T+1] is represented and the segment 
representing [T+0,T+1] is thicker. 
 
• There doesn’t appear to be any drifter data available after 2014. 

NR: There are data after 2014 but they are not yet included into syntool 
• TSG trajectories have color, but only some seem to vary the color to indicate salinity.  Again, 
there is no color bar to define the salinity color scale. 

NR: same comment than above for the drifters 
• Some TSG tracks cross land.  

NR: This was a representation bug which have been solved 
 
ST 
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Issues with argo profiles from time to time. 
SG: Figures have been updated 

 
LY 
Give proper credits/authors in the specific plots 
 SG: a Pi-Mep logo has been added on each figure generated by the platform 
SC 
I got once or twice an “Error loading profile” message. While this is not completely unexpected, 
I wonder if the message could be made a little more explicit (“Data is missing on this date” or 
something like that). 

ZH: Message updated 

23. Did you experience any issue with the various functionalities of 

Syntool (multiple sources, opacity, display order etc.)? 

TM 
I was not able to get the multiple sources running.  At least it was unclear to me how to do it. 

NR: Multiple source visualization is working properly 
JLV 
No. Just  one crash during the session.  
Time duration limited at 2 weeks? 

SH: Time span is limited to 2 weeks to avoid performance issues 
 
AT 
How many users at the same time? 
 

SH: no, we only tried up to 35 concurrent users or so during a training course and we 
had performance issues. We fixed some of them but the others may still be there and we can’t 
know for sure if they are related to our tool or if the users actually saturated the bandwidth of 
the facility where the course had taking place. 
 
MA 
Order of layers. 

FC: Customizable in the settings 

JB 
An indicator when the software is working 

ZH: Already there on the top bar of syntool, but now should be more visible 
Could we adjust the limits of the color scale? 

ZH: No 
Possibility to plot isolatitude, isolongitude with e.g. white lines? 

ZH: Already possible with Shift+L 
Is it possible to save the map with the in situ points overplotted? (I only found the importation 
of a JSON format) 

ZH: No, one can just take a screenshot 
 

SC 
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A link is missing to get back to the portal from the Syntool page (for instance make the “SMOS 
pilot Mission Exploitation Platform” text on the upper left corner link to the portal). 

SH: This has been implemented 
Also one would like the “look and feel” of the site to be more uniformized between the portal 
and the syntool. 
The tool is nice and there a many nice features (like the “hotspots”, short url, upload/download 
of settings etc.). It’s good to have access to the colour scale in the “settings” menu (although 
one cannot really set the colour scale). I did not understand what the “filter” in this menu was 
supposed to do. 

ZH: The “settings” menu has been rebuilt to be more compact and give more 
information at the same time 
I would personally like to be able to collapse the bottom time bar completely, but this is a minor 
point. 

ZH: Not currently possible, but one can hide most of the interface overlay with Shift+F 

3.6 Case studies: Literature Review and specific MDB files 

and reports 

24. Any comment/correction/addition for the literature review of each 

case study? Any important paper missing in the list of Publications? 

TM/MD 
For the RSS SMAP salinity I suggest adding the 70km product.  If space becomes an issue then 
maybe substitute the (noisy) 40 km by the 70 km product. 

NR: The RSS SMAP product at 70 km resolution has been added in the platform. 
 
EB/JM 
Several comments. See original document 
Mississipi analysis (fig. 8) to be checked 
Statement to indicate when plots in the reports are void 
Sometimes an entire report can be void (eg marine mammals in the med) 
 
MHR 
Suppress some reports combo that are not needed 

NR: Agreed and valid also for the general MDB reports 
 
AM 
To add in literature review for Amazon + Congo: 
E. Tzortzi, S. A. Josey, M. Srokosz, and C. Gommenginger, "Tropical Atlantic salinity variability: 
New insights from SMOS", Geophysical Research Letters , 2013, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/grl.50225 . 

SG: TBD  
 
JB 
Reverdin 2014.  

JB to send link 
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TL 
Quit comprehensive. Great job! 
For the top level page description of each case, only the river plume case has description, the 
description for the WBC mesoscale signatures and for Arctic/semi-enclosed sea are not there 
yet. 

NR: yes to TBD 
 

25. Is the choice we made for the case-study analysis region 

adequate?  

EB 
As additional process studies SPURS-1 AND SPURS-2? 
Maybe NASA contribution? 

SG: TBC 
DML 
The first case study (river plumes) is explained clearly, the other case studies have not been 
described yet. 

NR: It will be ready for the end of April. 

26. Any comment/correction on the description of the satellite SSS, In 

situ SSS and auxiliary geophysical datasets? 

TM 
Ocean Data Lab site for river plumes: 
The information on the “Products” Panel is not accurate. 
“Aquarius SSS L2 OR v5 (JPL)” 
This source of this data set is NOT JPL. 
It is NASA ADPS (data production) and RSS (algorithm). 

SG: corrected 
 
JLV 
In some cases, the intersection between in-situ and satellite is empty: in this case, I propose to 
not generate a complete report. 

SG: Done 

27. Any comment/correction on the description of how the Match-ups 

were generated or on the overview of the MDB characteristics for the 

specific in situ/satellite pair? 

28. Are the plots and their descriptions sufficiently clear and 

readable? 
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29. Any comment on the metrics and analyses proposed to 

characterize the quality of a satellite SSS product for a given region and 

a given co-localized in situ SSS datasets? 

TL 
The GoM has no in-situ data in this platform, thus no matchup. Need to gather data from that 
region. There are a lot of them in recent years. 

SG: this has been corrected  
In discussing delta SSS between satellite and in-situ marginal seas and coastal oceans, it’s worth 
emphasize the sampling differences between satellites and insitu data, because these regions 
have large SSS gradients (both horizontal and vertical) where in-situ data can only partially 
sample these gradients (sampling error). 
          NR: this is agreed  

30. Would you like to see ∆SSS sorted as function of additional 

geophysical conditions? 

JS 
Depth sorting  
CDOM just for the river case-studies 

SG: TBD 

31. Any other specific and systematic analyses suggested for the 

systematic Pi-MEP MDB analyses reports? 

TL 
For global analysis of delta SSS between satellites and Argo, it’d be helpful to  
1. add a metric that excludes the very dynamic regions where in-situ data may have large 
sampling errors. 

SG: Done. See answer to question 18 
 

2. add an analysis of delta SSS on scales that Argo can adequately sampled (e.g., 10x10 degree). 

32. What would you like to be able to download as a numerical result 

of such analyses. 

SC 

Extracted quantitative values (in csv format for instance) could be useful. 

SG: answered in question 20. 

3.7 Datalaps tool demonstration 

33. Do you find the Datalaps time-series Tool useful and easy to use? 

JLV 
Very useful. Add comparison indicators (R2, average of the differences … etc). 
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MHR 
To add some maps of temp correlation btw diff sensors 
 
AM 
Very nice 
 
Many… 
Empty plots. Machine did not to respond at times. 
Indication needed of when the system is working (same as Syntool etc) 

NR: Not meant to function properly at this stage 

SC 
In the test I did the generation of images was quite slow – again a spinner would be useful to let 
the user know that the data is being processed, otherwise one might think that it is broken.  
Here again as a user I would like to have the look and feel uniformized with the syntool (and, if 
possible, integrated in the same interface).  The menu bar gives access to ‘Catalog’, ‘Sentinel-1’ 
and ‘Datavore’: if this is not needed for PiMEP, I would recommend to hide this menu. 
Contextual help (guided tour, tooltips) would be useful. 

ZH: Datalaps has been rebuilt to allow more flexibility and be easier to use 
 
DML 
Could not display variables on my machine (Windows 10; Chrome)  

34. Would you like to see additional selection buttons on the left 

panel? 

JLV 
To put filter on data? 

ZH: Advanced data filters are available in a new match-up interface 

 


